**In Situ** Transmission Electron Microscopy of Ag-Incorporated Carbon Nanofibers: Study on Ag Nanoparticles Size behavior to the Graphene Formation.
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We have studied the graphene formation from a single Ag-incorporated carbon nanofiber (CNF) during electrons emission process by in situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM) facilities. Graphene formation from the Ag-incorporated CNF structure was observed under high current flow between 900 nA to 2.03 \( \mu \)A during the field and thermal electrons emission. The Joule heating generated the risen temperature which estimated approximately 440 to 1030 K, leads the amorphous carbon that surrounding Ag particles transformed significantly to graphene structure, and the evaporation of Ag particles occurred almost simultaneously. The evaporation of Ag particles interrupt the thermal electron emission process thus decreasing the emission current to \( \sim \)300 nA. The graphene formation also suspended after Ag particles evaporation occurred. In this paper we will discuss the Ag particles size effect as the catalyst for high quality graphene fabrication.

**Introduction**

Graphene, a two-dimensional monolayer sheet of carbon with honeycomb lattice structure, has attracted great interest due to its magnificent mechanical, electrical and chemical properties.\textsuperscript{1-5} These unique properties make them promising candidates to replace current materials in various applications.\textsuperscript{6-8} In order to explore its practical applications, numerous approaches have been developed to synthesis graphene in large scale with controllable integration of its layer. One of the popular methods for the graphene growth is chemical vapor deposition (CVD). In CVD, high quality graphene can be grown on a variety of metal substrates which will act as catalysts, especially on nickel (Ni), cobalt (Co), and copper (Cu).\textsuperscript{5,13} Recently, there were also reports of graphene growth on a bulk surface of noble metals such as gold (Au) and silver (Ag), which were assumed to be the metals with poor catalytic activity in CVD.\textsuperscript{14,15} This indicates the possibilities and potential to growth and combine graphene with various kind of metals.

In our previous reports, we have demonstrated that carbon nanofibers (CNFs) grow simply by \( \text{Ar}^+ \) ion irradiation onto the carbon surface even at room temperature and that any metal can be readily incorporated into the ion-induced CNFs by a simultaneous metal supply during CNF growth.\textsuperscript{16-19} In situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies revealed that the structure transformation of the metal incorporated CNF was induced by high electron current flow along the CNF during the field emission (FE) process. In iron (Fe) and gold (Au) incorporated CNFs case, for instance, structural changes from amorphous CNF to bamboo-like CNT and hollow graphitic structure were observed, respectively.\textsuperscript{20,21} In contrast, pristine CNFs without any metal incorporation showed totally different structural behavior, where the amorphous CNF was transformed to unorganized ring-like stack of graphitic structure.\textsuperscript{22} They are examples of the in situ observation of the crystalized nanocarbon formation by the solid phase reaction. Thus, in situ TEM will possess a great potential to reveal the growth mechanism of graphene formation in nanoscale.

Ag possesses excellent electrical, thermal and optical properties, making them indispensable in various kinds of fields. It has been also demonstrated that the combination of Ag nanoparticles with nanocarbon materials like CNFs and graphene can enhance their field electron emission, electrical, and photoresponse properties.\textsuperscript{19,23,24} Based on these background, in what follows, we will challenge to investigate the graphene growth directly from Ag-incorporated CNF induced by electron emission current by using in situ TEM.

**Experimental Methods**
Figure 1(a) shows a schematic images of sample setup for the Ag-incorporated CNFs. Samples were prepared on commercially available graphite foils (5 mm × 10 mm × 100 µm in thickness) by ion irradiation method, using Kaufmann-type ion gun (Iontech. Inc. Ltd., model 3-1500-100FC). In this process, Ag plate was placed perpendicularly to the graphite foil as Ag source. Both the carbon foil and the Ag plate were co-sputtered with Ar+ at ion incidence angle of 45° from normal to the carbon and Ag surfaces. The sample fabrications were carried out for 60 min at room temperature. The ion beam employed was 6 cm in diameter, with energy and current density of 600 eV and 6.0 mA/cm², respectively. The basal and working pressure were 1.5 × 10⁻⁵ and 2.0 × 10⁻² Pa, respectively. Surface morphology of the sample was observed carefully by scanning electron microscope (SEM, JEOL JEM-5600). Figure 1(b) disclosed that the Ag-incorporated CNFs grew on the tips of conical protrusions. It should be noted that only one CNF grown on every respective conical protrusion. Then, the sample was cut into 2 mm width and directly mounted of the TEM holder for the in situ TEM observation (JEOL JEM-2010HR). The sample was mounted as a cathode on a stationary stage while a platinum-iridium (Pt-Ir) nanoprobe as an anode on a piezo-driven stage of TEM specimen holder (JEOL; EM-Z02154T), as illustrated in Figs 1(c). Electrons emission measurements of the single Ag-incorporated CNFs were carried out in working pressure of 1 × 10⁻⁵ Pa. The microscope was operated at an acceleration voltage of 200 kV. TEM images were continuously recorded using a CCD camera and an image recording application. While observing the sample structural behavior, the electrons emission current were measured and controlled by changing the bias voltage.

Results and Discussion.

Figures 2(a)-(c) show the high resolution TEM images of single Ag-incorporated CNF. In figure 2(a), the fiber was observed to be approximately 960 nm in length and 10 nm in diameter. Figures 2(b)-(c) show high-magnification image of cone (base) and middle area of the Ag-CNF, respectively. The image reveals that fine Ag crystallites with 5 – 15 nm in diameter were well dispersed in the amorphous carbon CNF matrix. The selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern and energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDS) of the CNF at the A area are shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b), respectively. The diffraction shows polycrystalline ring pattern of Ag, which indicates that the Ag incorporated CNF contain a mixture of amorphous carbon and randomly oriented Ag crystallites, that was confirmed with the EDS results.

![Schematic diagram of the experimental setup for Ag-incorporated CNFs fabrication. Inset circle area were the sample employed for in situ TEM experiment. (b) SEM image of Ag-incorporated CNFs at graphite edge. (c) Schematic diagram of the in situ FE measurement experimental setup.](image1)

![TEM image of the initial Ag-incorporated CNF used for FE measurement. High-magnification images of the fiber as pointed by the arrow : (b) base area and (c) middle area. The inset shows high magnification of Ag particle](image2)

![SAED pattern and (b) EDS spectra of the Ag-incorporated CNF taken for A area.](image3)

The influence of the electron emission process on the structure of Ag-incorporated CNF was investigated in situ by FE measurement in a TEM. The distance gap between the Ag-incorporated CNF (cathode) and platinum nanoprobe (anode) was set to be 1.5 µm. Bias voltage
was applied to 150 V with incremental steps of 10 V while observing the fiber at ×150k magnification. Figure 4 shows the FE properties (current-voltage) curves of a single Ag-incorporated CNF. The highest emission current value obtained was 2.03 µA at 100 V/µm. From the current-voltage graph curves, FE characteristics were analyzed using a Fowler-Nordheim (F-N) plot, which can be calculated from F-N equation (1),

\[ I = \frac{k_1AF^2}{\varphi} \exp\left(-k_2 \frac{\varphi^{3/2}}{F}\right) \]  (1)

where \( k_1 = 1.54 \times 10^{-6} \text{A eV V}^{-2} \), \( k_2 = 6.83 \times 10^9 \text{eV}^{3/2} \text{Vm}^{-1} \), \( I \) is the emission current, \( A \) is the emission area, and \( \varphi \) is the work function.

The local electrical field \( F \) is usually proportional to voltage \( V \) as equation (2),

\[ F = \frac{\beta V}{d} \]  (2)

where \( \beta \) is the field enhancement factor. Here, \( \beta \) can be estimated from the slope of the F-N plot. The \( \beta \) value was calculated to be 31, assuming a work function of 4.6 eV for graphite. This \( \beta \) value was smaller than the value reported from single Fe-incorporated CNF and CNT,\(^{20,26}\) due to the anode-cathode distance, \( d \) was smaller in this case.

Figures 5(a) ~ (c) show the TEM images of the Ag-incorporated CNF after electrons emission measurement. Figure 5(a) reveal that the apex of the fiber moved toward anode direction owing to charge effect during electron emission process. Moreover, a significant structural transformation of the fiber part was observed compared to Fig. 2. As shown in Figs. 5(a) ~ (c), Ag particles that incorporated along the fiber disappeared, leaving hole in the fiber after electron emission process. The SAED analysis at the A area in Fig. 5(a) after electron emission process show ring pattern (inset), indicating that the structures was in very fine polycrystalline nature. However, only diffraction ring pattern of carbon length were obtained while Ag diffraction length were unspotted. This SAED results clarify the absence of Ag particles in CNF and the graphitization of amorphous carbon, at the respective area. To confirm this, higher magnification TEM observation has been performed. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show comparison of higher magnification TEM images which taken from A area of the fiber before and after the electron emission process. The comparison reveal that the Ag particles in the fiber were evaporated leaving holes with the similar shape of the Ag particles. Furthermore, amorphous carbon around the silver particles were transformed to graphene-like structure owing to Joule heating induced by emission current flow during electron emission process.\(^{27}\) The high magnification TEM shows that the lattice spacing between layers was around 3.47Å, consistent with that of graphite. The elevated temperature of one dimensional (1-D) object like CNF can be estimated by using a resistive heating model.\(^{28}\) The temperature distribution equation (3) is,

\[ T(L) - T_0 = \Delta T_A = \frac{RLI^2}{2\kappa A} \]  (3)

where \( \kappa \) is the thermal conductivity (100 W/mK), \( A \) is the cross section of the fiber, \( R \) is the resistivity of CNT/CNF (2.0x10^9 Ωm), \( L \) is the length of the fiber, and \( I \) is the emission current. Here, we considering the emitter length, \( L \) to be the total distance from the fiber apex to the cone base, \( L \) was measured to be 1.4 µm. As shown in Fig.
4, the maximum emission current, I soared to 2.03 μA. At this point, the temperature of the fiber was estimated to reach 1030 K, which will enhance the graphitization through carbon diffusion around the Ag particles. This explanation was further supported by SAED results in Fig. 5(a) inset which shows polycrystalline ring pattern that representing the graphitic structure. The evaporation of bulk Ag under high vacuum pressure at 1x10⁵ Pa already started at 850 K, which have been reported by Jones et al.30,31 Thus, we believed that the Ag particles which disappeared were evaporated due to the escalated temperature, as Ag evaporation could occur in TEM working pressure at temperature below 1000 K. One more factor that can be consider were the size effect on the melting temperature of Ag in nano size particles compared to the bulk size, where Ag nanoparticles melting point should be lower compare to usual bulk Ag.32,33 Hence, the Ag nanoparticles in our case also believed to be evaporated at temperature below 1000 K. The graphitization occurred due to surface adsorption of carbon atoms on Ag particles.34 Since the Ag particles evaporation and the graphitization process occurred almost simultaneously by Joule heating, it leave an imperfect graphitic structure on the surface while maintaining the hole similar to the Ag particles shape.

The TEM images of the fiber structural behavior at A area are shown in Figure 7. The images of Figs. 7(a)-(f) were the images series of a motion of the nanofiber structural change during emitting electrons at high current. The applied voltage was increased gradually from 130 V to 150 V. At 130 V bias voltage the emission current ~150 nA was obtained. During this period, there were no significant changes of the fiber structure can be observed. Then, the applied voltage increased to 140 V, the current drastically increased to ~800 nA. At this emission current, significant changes in the structure of the Ag incorporated CNF was observed as shown in Figs. 7(a)-(e). As pointed by the arrow, it can be seen that the Ag particles were evaporated gradually starting from apex to base of the CNF. The focused electrons emitting through the apex triggered the Joule heating which later the risen temperature channeled to the base of the CNF. This can be understand as the sharp apex area has larger electric field compared to the base of the CNF. When the applied voltage increased to 150 V, the current escalated to maximum current, reaching 2.03 μA. At this moment, the Ag particles were almost totally evaporated from the A area of CNF [Fig. 7(f)], however the current suddenly drop to ~300 nA. We believed that the moment before the Ag particles fully evaporated [Fig. 7(f)] there were field electrons emission and thermal electrons emission; two types of electrons emission occurred. The mixture of Ag particles and amorphous carbon induced the joule heat which trigger the thermal emission, thus both electron emission process produced extremely high current at 150 V, 2.03 μA. However, after Ag particles evaporated, the temperature slumped and thermal emission also terminated thus the emission current flop into 300 nA. Only small portion of amorphous carbon which soluble by the Ag particles transformed into graphitic layers due to the Joule heating which generated during the electron emission process. The melting temperature of carbon nanofiber (~3773 K) is much higher than Ag.35 Therefore, the structure of the carbon nanofiber were hardly change when it is subjected to a large electric field, while Ag were evaporated due to Joule heating.

![Figure 7](image-url)  
(a)-(f) Time-lapsed HRTEM images of Ag-inorporated CNF during field emission process. (g) Current properties of the fiber corresponding to the TEM images.

**Conclusions**

Transformation of Ag-inorporated CNF structure was observed directly during FE measurement under high current flow between 800 nA to 2.03 μA. The amorphous carbon that surrounding Ag particles were changes to graphene-like structure and the evaporation of Ag particles due to Joule heating effects occurred almost simultaneously, leaving holes that match the Ag particles size on the fiber part. The Ag particles evaporation leads to the temperature reduction and evacuate the thermal emission thus the emission current sink to ~300 nA. These results also suggest significant information of Ag particles were at poor performance compare to the Ag bulk as catalyst for graphene synthesis.
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